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“
“

There is too much spending on the wrong 
things. Security strategies have been 

driven and sold on fear and compliance 
issues with spending on perceived rather 

than genuine threats

- Art Coviello, RSA Chief Exec 



OBSERVE & ORIENT
These forces are like the weather – they have 
an enormous impact but we cannot control 
them. Our only choice here is to observe them 
and orient ourselves accordingly.

INFLUENCE
We cannot control these Factors, but is within 
our means to influence them. Influencing the 
landscape is the most far-reaching way of 
addressing most Threats over the long run.

CONTROL
We can reduce the size of our attack surface 
and find and mitigate vulnerabilities, and 
since these efforts are under our control, it 
makes perfect sense for us to use best 
practices and do so.

SEISMIC FORCES
The Threat emerges out of an political, 
economic, social, legal & regulatory context.

STRUCTURAL FACTORS
Systemic factors that create the enablers and 
constraints that shape the Threat and our 
Response.

EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY
As technology changes so does the Threat.



Current Observations

Basic Issues

Password 
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Vulnerabilities & 
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Breaches

Malware
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Expected Trends 

Everyone is a target

More attacks & breaches

Ransomware & Extortion

Cloud Breaches

IoT / OT attacks & abuse

Supply chain attacks

Attacks on mobile & 2FA



554 Signals 2,176 Tags
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COVID-19
A biological hazard goes digital 

Examining the crisis within the crisis



Pandemos
pan·dem·ic | \ pan-ˈde-mik

o an outbreak of a disease that occurs over a wide geographic 
area and affects an exceptionally high proportion of the 
population : a pandemic outbreak of a disease.

o occurring over a wide geographic area and affecting an 
exceptionally high proportion of the population.



An emergency situation that forced us to…

Cyber 
crisis
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rapidly
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Do more 
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Emerging threat model
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Zoom





Emerging threat model



Endless E2EE
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Inventory & VM

First and Last line of Defense
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You can outrun some of the bulls 
some of the time, but you can’t 
outrun all of the bulls all of the 

time.
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We live and work in an inter-connected, inter-dependent world.

We must think beyond the single-dimensional risk we are addressing for our 
business and consider the impact of the secondary and tertiary effects on the 
broader economy when breaches and compromises happen.

Recognize that what’s bad for society generally, is bad for us as businesses 
too.



Thanks!
Any questions?
You can find me at @charlvdwalt & charl@ocd.link


